Engaging as many of the images in this volume are---around 800, chronologically organized---it is never made clear why the *affiche* of Quebec are worthy of particular attention. Meant as visual testimony to a hundred years of public health efforts in the Province, they do not reveal that French Canada had any outstanding graphic design tradition, or that its health propagandists sought to build on the pioneering work in poster art of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century France. The look of many of the posters is decidedly Anglophile, grey and rather conventional. Not that all are in fact public health posters; before the 1960s many of the images that Lise Renaud reproduces are from journals, or from the covers of brochures, such as that for an exhibition on infant health held in Montreal in 1912, or that (also 1912) issued by *Metropolitan Life* on the 'The health of the worker'. Many of the less pictorial early images are densely statistical and heavily narrativized, perhaps reflecting that visual trust had yet to be established between health educators and their imagined publics---on neither of whom does Renaud, a sociologist of health media, seek to comment. The first actual poster she reproduces is 'Anciens Militaires', a well-known Parisian one of 1917 drawn by Abel Faivre and issued for fund-raising purposes by the *Journée Nationale des Tuberculeux*. Far more interesting is a 1918 series of twenty posters produced in Quebec on the effects of alcohol on the body, and on families and "races" (with representations of native Indians sketched in). 'Tableau 16', 'L\'Alcool et la Criminalité', is replete with a coloured bar graph on the number of persons imprisoned "for alcohol" in Ontario and Quebec in 1914; a courtroom line-drawing; and statistics on arrests. These posters (all around 90 x 66 cm) look very much like the wall-charts produced in Germany in the mid-nineteenth century and which were imported into Britain in the 1910s for purposes of medical education. Renaud\'s minimal text offers no clue as to where and how they may have been used in Quebec.

Other posters before the 1920s do not appear to exist, or perhaps have not been saved, or (how are we to know?) have not been selected for reproduction. Overwhelmingly, those of the interwar period are on tuberculosis. Included is a set of ten from 1934 which nicely illustrate the use of the would-be universal graphic language---'ISOTYPE'---invented by Otto Neurath. As we move into the 1940s the double-cross icon of the anti-tuberculosis campaign gives way to images of happy healthy families and dietary knowledgeable housewives. More noticeable, too, is the involvement of commercial companies in sponsoring "culture physique"---no less than fourteen of Renaud\'s samples coming from Molson Ltd, a major Canadian brewery. Also in the 1940s are Department of Health posters for diphtheria immunization, and a few warning against syphilis and gonorrhoea. Among the latter is the "decadent" 'L\'Hecatombe La Syphilis' by the Dutch artist, Louis Raemaekers---a poster that made its controversial debut in 1922--23, but was issued by the Ligue Canadienne de Santé only in 1944, whether for reasons of provincial prudery or influence of the Catholic Church we can only guess.

The 1960s and 1970s mark a shift, not simply because of the absence of health posters referring to infectious diseases (increasingly believed to be a thing of the past), but also, in terms of the sophistication of graphic design, which, from here forward, more and more approximates that of commercial advertisement. Tooth decay, road safety, proper diet, fluoridation, and---slickest of all---anti-smoking posters predominate. Gone are mothers and babies, and concerns over the health of labouring bodies. Interesting is another absence (though not peculiar to Quebec health posters) of bio-medical and medical professional iconography---white coats, test tubes, retorts, microscopes, stethoscopes, and the like.

Thereafter, to 2005, the number of pages per decade doubles. Surprisingly, this is not attributable to posters on AIDS (*SIDA*). These take up only a few pages and, in contrast to those reproduced in several recent coffee-table books, are among the dullest in the volume. An exception is a series of three posters issued by the Quebec government depicting photo-like images of cemetery statuary in erotic AIDS-conducive poses. Unfortunately, no information is supplied on the artists, designers, and production agencies involved, nor on costs, print runs, circulation, and places of posting. As throughout, Renaud makes no attempt to put contextual flesh on these ephemeral, mass-produced material objects, or ask how, why, when, where, and which people came to think they had value. Thus the volume serves to sustain the impression that such images simply speak for themselves. It also reinforces a notion of continuity in their educational function. In these respects this book supplies compelling evidence for engaging in the historical questions it begs.
